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Abstract In this report, we present a method of position detection for a low-cost camera-pen. Our method allows
reconstruction of handwriting, as well as retrieval of the particular document that is being written onto. For this
matter, we use a point pattern printed onto the document’s background, which is indexed using Locally Likely Arrangement Hashing. For position detection, the dot pattern is extracted from the camera image and then matched
to the hash table. Experimental results show high retrieval accuracy (80.4%∼100.0%) when the pattern is disturbed
by the document’s foreground only to a certain extent.
Keywords Pen Computing, Locally Likely Arrangement Hashing, Document Recognition

1. Introduction

interfere with the conveniences which the non-digital tools
oﬀer, in addition to being aﬀordable and easy to handle.

This report proposes a new method of developing a camera

In this report, we propose a camera based approach. The

pen which enables reconstruction of handwriting in digital

current position is detected by analyzing the image provided

form. Many cases exist in which the use of paper documents

by a camera mounted on the pen. First, a randomized pat-

is preferred to digital documents, despite all technological

tern of tiny dots is printed on paper, along with possibly a

advances. This is true both printed media and handwritten

document in the foreground. Dot arrangements are stored

notes. There are several important reasons for using printed

in a database using Locally Likely Arrangement Hashing

text, including the higher readability as compared to a com-

(LLAH) [1]. Our system can extract the dot pattern from

puter screen. Also on paper documents, contents can be

a camera image, and retrieve the corresponding document

added directly using handwriting, which is often more con-

from the database. Using this information, we can extract

venient and ﬂexible.

the camera angle and ﬁnally determine the pen position.

On the other hand, there are also many cases in which

Our experimental results show that for the case that only

digital technology is superior. Digital ﬁles are very ﬂexi-

a moderate amount of pattern dots are concealed by the

ble for storing and organizing, and can easily be shared and

document foreground, our method achieves a high accuracy

distributed. Their contents can be changed, deleted or re-

between 80.4% and 100.0%. This is suﬃcient for accurate

formatted very conveniently. Moreover, digital documents

handwriting recognition.

allow automatic further processing.

database size of 100 and 1,000 indexed documents, though

We achieved good results for a

Digital pens attempt to bridge the gap by combining the

in the latter case accuracy dropped noticeably. Our method

advantages of both. They make it possible to use hand-

is reasonably fast, but must be further optimized to allow

writing, and at the same time automatically transfer it into

real-time handwriting reconstruction.

digital form. To realize such a digital pen, technologies must
be provided to recognize the pen tip position. Both the lo-

2. Related Work

cal position on the document and the document itself should

Various technologies for realizing digital pen systems have

be recognized fast and accurately, so as to obtain a smooth

been developed and put into products. The following gives a

image of handwriting. This technology should ideally not

brief overview of existing systems, as well as their advantages
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and disadvantages.

LLAH, which shall be introduced in this section. LLAH is a

2. 1 Pen Tablets

method that indexes local combinations of feature points. In

A pen tablet is a ﬂat electronic device that can be written

our case, feature points are the individual dots of the dot pat-

on with a stylus. Writing is captured using a weak magnetic

tern. These combinations are stored in a hash table and can

ﬁeld. Similar to the other related work, it is also possible

be retrieved using a voting process. This allows for arbitrary

to use this technology with a sheet of paper, by placing it

arrangements of captured feature points, in our case the yel-

on top of the tablet. However, the position on the paper

low dots extracted from the camera image, to be matched

has to be calibrated. Also, no document context can be re-

to their corresponding point arrangements in the database

trieved automatically, i.e. it is not known which particular

and thus retrieve their location. LLAH is document based.

document is currently used. This technology is much less

Hence the location in this context comprises both (1) the

portable than some of the other available systems. Existing

document ID, and (2) the local position on the document.

products include [2].

The following subsections describe the LLAH process as

2. 2 Clip-On Solutions

found most appropriate for the camera pen, which for the

Here, the writing surface is attached to a special clip-on de-

most part corresponds to the improvements found in [8] and

vice. The pen tip location relative to this device is measured

[9].

constantly using triangulation of ultrasonic waves. This tech-

3. 1 Calculation of Features

nology works on any writing surface, for instance sheets of

Features calculated from feature points must satisfy two

paper [3] or blackboards [4]. Another advantage is the low

properties:

price. On the other hand, for each document or other writing

Stability. For one feature point, the same feature should

surface, the device ﬁrst has to be clipped on and calibrated,

be calculated, even under perspective distortions, noise or

and no document context is available.

occlusion of parts of the document. This is achieved by us-

2. 3 Anoto

ing geometric invariants. These are values calculated from

Anoto technology [5] is perhaps the most advanced avail-

a number of points, which remain constant under geomet-

able technology. Position information is encoded directly on

ric transformation. Though perspective invariants would be

the paper, in form of a grid of ﬁne black dots. Each dot

the mathematically appropriate tool, for performance rea-

is displaced from its original position on the grid in one of

sons we approximate them using aﬃne invariants. These are

four directions. The pattern is printed using carbon-based

called area ratios and calculated from four points A, B, C, D

ink, and captured by an infrared camera close to the pen tip.

as a = P (A, C, D)/P (A, B, C), where P denotes the triangle

While being very portable, easy to handle, and able to distin-

area function. To obtain four points A, B, C, D, the clos-

guish a very large amount documents, it is also rather pricey,

est surrounding feature points are determined. However, af-

concerning both the required hardware and the licensed dot

ter perspective distortion, diﬀerent feature points can move

paper. Also, the black dots are rather apparently visible.

closest. Thus, an assumption is made which holds true for

2. 4 Using Paper Structure

certain extents of distortion, stating that, out of the sur-

In [6], a camera pen has been proposed which uses the mi-

rounding n closest feature points, m remain constant under

croscopic ﬁber structure of paper and video-mosaicing to re-

distortion. The feature is then calculated using every possi-

construct handwriting. This method is highly portable and

ble m − cardinal subset out of the n nearest points. This also

inexpensive. However, calibration is not feasible and hence

compensates for missing or false individual features due to

only relative movement can be captured. Document context

noise and extraction errors. In addition, the use of only local

is also unavailable.

arrangements of feature points enables LLAH to retrieve the

2. 5 Using LLAH On Document Content

correct document even if only partly visible.

In [7], a camera pen has been proposed which uses LLAH

Discrimination Power. Features calculated from diﬀerent

and centroids of connected components as feature points to

feature points should have diﬀerent values, so as to be able

recognize the position on the pen. It is again highly portable

to distinguish between them. The simplest case is to choose

and inexpensive, and moreover able to recognize the local po-

m = 4 and set the feature equal to the area ratio of these

sition on the document, as well as the document itself. One

four surrounding points. However, it is often the case that

disadvantage is that this technology does not permit writing

diﬀerent sets of four points are arranged similarly and hence

on empty sheets of paper, or blank spots of documents.

yield similar invariants. A better solution is to choose m > 4

3. LLAH
The core technology the proposed method relies on is

points and calculate the feature from all possible 4 − cardinal
subsequences of these points instead. The feature then consists of the sequence of discretized

( m)
4

invariants.
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camera image

(a)

Figure 1 Randomized dot pattern (in black for demonstration).

3. 2 Storage
For later retrieval, all document must ﬁrst be indexed in
a hash table. For each feature point, features are calculated

(b)

as above. The result is a number of sequences of discretized

feature points

invariants of the form F = (r(0) , r(1) , . . . , r((m)−1) ), repre-

LLAH Database

4

senting one feature point. For each sequence, a hash index

(Doc ID, LLAH homography)

is calculated using the formula:


Hindex = 

−1
(m
4)
∑


r(i) k  mod Hsize
i

rough
pen
position

optimal homography

(1)

i=0

(c)

where k denotes the level of quantization, and Hsize is the
precise pen position

number of bins in the hash table. The tuple (document ID,
point ID) is then stored in the hash table at the respective

Figure 2 Retrieval steps. (a) Extraction of feature points from

indices. When a collision occurs, the hash entry is marked

camera image, (b) LLAH query (c) determination of

invalid [9].

pen tip position using either the estimated RANSAC
homography or the optimal homography.

3. 3 Retrieval
For retrieval, hash indices are calculated following the same
procedure as for storage. A vote is cast for the document IDs

to retrieve the correct document.

found at the corresponding hash entries. The document with

Simultaneously, LLAH is used to index and store dot ar-

the largest number of votes will be considered the correct

rangements in a hash table. One of the key properties here is

document.

the use of local arrangements of feature points. This enables

4. Proposed Method
4. 1 Generating Dot Patterns & Creating Indexes
To enable handwriting recognition, a randomized pattern

correct retrieval even for the highly limited viewing area of
the camera pen, under the condition that enough feature
points can be extracted.
4. 2 Retrieving the Pen Position

of tiny dots is printed on each document, using an unobtru-

The pen tip position is determined from the provided cam-

sive color such as yellow. An example is shown in Fig. 1.

era image for each frame. Figure 2 shows the steps of re-

To generate dot patterns, our method initially produces a

trieval. First, the yellow dots are extracted from the image

regular grid of dots, with a ﬁxed distance in between. These

(Fig. 2(a)) as follows: A “distance image” d to the target

are then displaced both horizontally and vertically by a ran-

color yellow is created using RGB representation and apply-

dom oﬀset according to a Gaussian distribution. Oﬀsets are

ing the following formula to each pixel (x, y):

required to lie within the bounding square of the point, to
preserve a certain level of regularity. In other words, no

d(x, y) =

∑

(wc · |tc − pc (x, y)|)

(2)

c∈{r,g,b}

“holes” are allowed. This is important since for all possible positions of the pen on the paper, enough dots must be

where c runs through the three color channels, tc denotes the

visible for position detection.

channels’ values of the target color and pc those of the pro-

This method of generating the pattern was chosen as a

vided camera image. The three color channels are weighted
2
, wg
9

3
, wr
9

4
,
9

tradeoﬀ between two factors: The dot pattern should ap-

as wr =

pear fairly regular to the eye, in a way that readability of

Next, adaptive thresholding is performed on the result, and

document contents is not disturbed. On the other hand,

noise is removed using erosion. Finally, feature points are

each pattern must be distinctive so as to enable our method

determined as centroids of connected components.

=

=

based on experimental results.
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In the following step, these feature points are used to query
the LLAH database and retrieve the document (Fig. 2(b)).
Feature points are matched and used to determine the perspective transformation (or homography) which transforms
the original points into the arrangement captured by the
camera. This is done using RANSAC [10] and ultimately enables determining the pen tip position. By ignoring outliers,
RANSAC is able to estimate a homography that is very close

Figure 3 The camera pen. It contains an ordinary ballpoint pen
and a tiny USB camera.

to the actual one. However, the RANSAC approximation of
the current position tends to be unstable when used at a very

Table 1 Performance. Runtime needed for complete retrieval

precise level. In other words, reconstructed handwriting is

step with respect to database size and number of dots

not smooth.

used for query.

We thus suggest an additional step in which the RANSAC

DB size

101 points 80 points 50 points

homography from the previous step is applied on all points

1 document

23.8ms

20.9ms

18.5ms

in the database that belong to the retrieved document. The

100 documents

30.6ms

24.4ms

22.0ms

1,000 documents

53.5ms

51.9ms

49.4ms

transformed dots are then matched to the nearest extracted
dots from the camera image. The number of matched points
is then much higher than the number of matches retrieved

set to 0.2mm. The pattern was printed using a laser printer.

from LLAH. Also, this time it is simple to ignore outliers by

The computer hardware featured an Intel Core CPU

imposing a distance threshold when performing matchings.

clocked at 2.13GHz, and 3GB RAM. For the pen, we used

From these matchings, a second homography is calculated

a low-end USB camera with a resolution of 720 × 576, pro-

which is optimal in terms of a least-squares error. Because of

viding 30 frames per second. The construction of the pen

the high number of matches and the unlikeliness of outliers,

can be seen in Fig. 3. When facing straight down, the cam-

results can be highly improved using this optimal homogra-

era’s distance to the document was about 3.3cm, providing

phy, rather than the RANSAC homography (Fig. 2(c)) to

a captured area of about 2.5 × 2.0 cm2 , or equivalently 68.8

calculate the pen tip position. This technique creates much

dots. The actual number of dots was often higher because of

smoother handwriting, at the expense of longer processing

a steeper camera angle when writing.
5. 1 Performance

time.
Finally, some basic error detection is applied, using the

We measured performance of the retrieval step. Extrac-

observation that often, within a streak of correctly recog-

tion of dot coordinates from the camera image took up a

nized documents, a few individual erroneous ones can be

ﬁxed amount of time, about 13.7ms. The remainder of run-

found. Algorithmically, we consider windows of successively

time was primarily needed by the LLAH query and depended

l
2

docu-

strongly on the number of documents in the database and the

ments are required to be equal in order to be marked correct.

number of dots used for the query, as can be seen in Table 1.

All dissenting results are marked incorrect and ignored for

For the more desirable database size of 1,000 documents,

handwriting reconstruction. The use of windows is necessary

about 50ms of CPU time were needed. This would allow 20

because the user may write on several documents during one

frames per second, which is insuﬃcient for realtime capture

session, so simply considering the most frequent document

of appropriately fast writing. For smaller databases, per-

as the correct one will not do the job.

formance can be strongly improved by artiﬁcially decreasing

retrieved documents. For any window of size l, n >

5. Experimental Results

the number of points. This, however, makes the calculated
position less precise and thus should be considered carefully.

To investigate the usefulness of our method, we evaluated

Note that for the case of only one document in the database,

performance as well as each of the retrieval steps as shown

runtime is much faster. It might thus be possible to achieve

in Fig. 2.

realtime processing speed by using a hash table that only

For the experiments, LLAH parameters were set to n = 7,
m = 6, k = 15. Aﬃne invariants were used. The size of the

contains the correct document, once the current document
is known.

hash table was 134 · 10 bins, and for collisions, the corre-

The numbers of this experiment only include calculating

sponding hash entry was marked invalid. For the dot pat-

the RANSAC homography. Required time for calculating

tern, initial distance between dots was set to 2.7mm, which

the optimal homography depends strongly on the quality of

is equivalent to 7918 dots per document. Dot diameter was

the LLAH result, but roughly multiplies retrieval time by a

6
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Table 2 Extraction accuracy. For the three examples shown in

met two conditions: (1) The correct document was recog-

Fig. 4, the number of correct points and falsely extracted

nized by LLAH, (2) the determined position was within a

points, and the mean square error are denoted, each averaged over all frames marked as correct.
visible document content

bounding rectangle drawn closely around the actual handwritten word. This experiment was performed using two
databases, containing 100 and 1,000 documents respectively.

property

none

little

much

number of correct points (avg.)

77.7

72.6

65.9

Table 3 shows almost perfect result for the case of no dis-

number of false positives (avg.)

3.1

6.5

10.9

turbance by document contents, and good results for mod-

3.7px

erate disturbance. However, for the third example, accuracy

1.9 px 2.5px

mean square error

dropped heavily, especially for the large database.
Table 3 LLAH accuracy.

Examined for the three examples

shown in Fig. 4, each for the small and large databases,
respectively.
visible document content

After showing potential and limitations of the proposed
method on a more theoretical level, in this section we demon-

little

much

strate the actual quality of reconstructed handwriting (Fig.

100.0% 94.0%

74.4%

2(c)). Once again, we used the videos from the previous sec-

96.2%

59.3%

tions, this time only the one with “little” document content.

DB size
100 documents

5. 4 Handwriting Reconstruction

none

1,000 documents

80.4%

For visualization, a naı̈ve approach of drawing straight lines
factor up to two.

between consecutively determined pen coordinates was em-

5. 2 Extraction of the Dot Pattern

ployed. Figure 5 shows the reconstructed handwriting using

To evaluate our method of extracting the dot pattern (Fig.

the small and the large database, and for each the RANSAC

2(a)) from the camera image, we prepared video frames, cap-

homography and optimal homography approaches. It can be

turing the trajectory of writing the word “hello” three times:

seen that the ﬁrst approach is still readable, at least for the

(a) No document content was visible, (b) a small amount, (c)

small database, though rather unsatisfying (Fig. 5(a) and

a larger amount of content (see Fig. 4). Care was taken to

5(c)). The second one, on the other hand, looks very smooth

impose minimal changes to lighting conditions and camera

(Fig. 5(b)). For the large database, some stray errors oc-

angle between the three videos.

cured, but these are few and could be easily detected using

Our goal was to measure how well points extracted from

some smoothing technique (Fig. 5(d)). They might also be

the image match to points in the LLAH database. For this

completely avoided by using a hash table containing only the

purpose, we applied the optimal homography on database

correct document, as suggested previously.

points, and matched these to the extracted points using near-

As a result, it can be seen that a smooth image of hand-

est neighbors with a distance threshold. The number of doc-

writing can be reconstructed up to an achieved LLAH accu-

uments in the LLAH database was 100. Table 2 shows that

racy of about 80%. If the accuracy drops farther below that,

for more document content, the number of correct matches

as was the case with the third video example (Fig. 4(c)), the

drops, due to occlusion. Also, the number of falsely extracted

extracted image is no longer nicely readible.

points increases, partly because additional content distorts

6. Discussion & Outlook

the adaptive thresholding.
Finally, we also measured the mean square error of de-

The experiments show reasonable results for the case in

tected positions, by using the matches to calculate a homog-

which the dot pattern is occluded only to a certain extent.

raphy from the correct points to the extracted points which

Problems arise when too much document content interferes

is optimal in terms of least-squares error. Table 2 shows

with the extraction of the pattern. One method of avoiding

that extraction with little document content is also more ac-

this problem is to generate the dot patterns in a way such

curate in terms of this value. This is (1) because of eﬀects of

that no collisions with document background and foreground

the two previously discussed observations, and (2) because

will occur. That is, each time a dot would collide with con-

with more content, yellow dots are more likely to be partly

tent, a new random oﬀset is drawn instead. Another way is

hidden, moving the extracted centroid of the dot away from

to use a combination of feature points extracted from both

their actual center.

the background, as described in this report, and the fore-

5. 3 LLAH Accuracy

ground, as described in [7].

For evaluating the accuracy of LLAH (Fig. 2(b)), we used

A diﬀerent technique of avoiding this problem is to avoid

the same video frames used in Sect. 5. 2. For each of the

collisions on a technical level, much similar to Anoto’s so-

three examples, we determined the number of frames that

lution to this problem. Here, for the dot pattern, carbonbased ink is used, while the document content is applied
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be replaced either by a wireless connection, or a memory stick
that can later be connected to the computer. The latter case
furthermore requires a processing unit in the pen to store
video frames on memory. Also, for averagely fast writing, a
high-speed camera is needed. For cameras with lower speed,
(a) No disturbance by docu- (b) Little disturbance by doc-

too few positions a captured when writing fast. Finally, also

ment foreground.

a mechanical unit in the pen should be employed to detect

ument foreground.

at what times the pen is touching the paper.

7. Conclusion
We presented a new method of developing a camera pen.
The main advantage is its low cost. We used a cheap camera
(c) Much disturbance by doc- (d) Example of actual camera
ument foreground.

view for 4(b).

Figure 4 Handwriting to be recognized with three levels of diﬃ-

for the pen, and printed the dot pattern using an ordinary
laser printer.
Our method allows reliable reconstruction of handwriting

culty. Note that the foreground above the handwriting

up to a certain level of disturbance by visible document con-

is that of interest, since this is what the camera cap-

tent. For suﬃcient accuracy for the more diﬃcult cases, ad-

tures, as can be ssen in 4(d).

ditional methods must be investigated. Processing speed is
reasonably fast, although not usable for real time handwriting reconstruction.
Future work for the proposed method include the limited
amount of supported documents, and further investigating

(a) RANSAC

homographies, (b) Optimal homographies, 100

100 documents in DB

documents in DB

methods to enable real-time processing.
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using carbon-free ink. The dot pattern then remains visible
to the infrared camera, even if concealed by content. This
solution, however, comes at the price of higher cost for the
proposed technology.
The experiments also show decreasing accuracy for a
database containing 1,000 documents, as compared to 100
documents.

This is due to the large number of features

that have to be distinguished. For 1,000 documents, their
number is 7,918,000. To further increase the database, one
possibility would be increasing the level of quantization for
LLAH. This might lead to problems with robustness, however. Other possibilities include investigating ways to make
the dot arrangements more discriminative.
We mentioned earlier that we built the camera pen by
mounting a USB camera on a ballpoint pen. In this case,
a wired connection to the processing computer is required,
which might not be available in some situations, or inconvenient in others. For these cases, the USB connection should
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